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Mark 4: 35 to 31          Calming the Storms             (T/B – Video – 3 May 20) 

Dante the great poet, was exiled from his home in Florence. He decided to walk from 

Italy to Paris where he could study philosophy, in the hope of finding the meaning of 

life. As he walked, Dante got tired and he was forced to knock at the door of Santa 

Croce Monastery to find shelter for the night. A grumpy monk came to the door and 

asked in a gruff voice: What do you want? Dante answered in a single word: Peace!  

 

Peace is a beautiful word, yet it’s a word that is a stranger to many people today. We 

think that if only the fast pace of life would slow down, we would find peace. And now 

that life has slowed for many, due to the lockdown; we’re finding that we still don’t 

have peace. Out times are robbing us of our peace and anxiety is bringing up questions 

within us. What if we become ill? What if we are ill and won’t recover? What if our job 

isn’t there at the end of the lockdown? When will the lockdown end and when will we 

see our families? What, When, Why!?! The coronavirus has brought a storm the world 

could never have imagined, and the events we are living through seems like we caught 

in a terrible storm! We are all in need of some peace.  

  

Throughout the last 2000 years there have been millions of people who have heard 

Christ speak His comforting message of peace and hope. Peace, he says. Peace; be still! 

Jesus calms the storm, and brings us peace and that is our good news and hope for today. 

Amid the storms of life that we are facing, Jesus is with us still calming the storm and 

bringing us peace. Let us bring to mind that first storm that Jesus calmed. Mark records 

that Jesus was in need of some peace, He needed a break from the crowds of people that 

had been following Him. He gets into a boat with his disciples to sail away and leave the 

pressing crowds behind. Almost immediately Jesus falls into a deep sleep. Suddenly, a 

great storm hits them. These storms on the sea of Galilee were dangerous and Jesus 

continued to sleep, even as the boat was being thrown about on the rough seas. The 

disciples were fighting for survival and they wake Jesus and accuse him of not caring 

about them.  In response, Jesus rebukes the wind and the waves and restores calm.  
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Then He asks the disciples: Why are you frightened? Have you still no faith? And 

disciples responded by asking: Who is this man? Even the wind and the waves obey him.  

We can only imagine the weight of the silence in the calm that followed the storm. 

These disciples, who had realised that their friend was a bit special, now began to 

wonder who He really was? Who is this man? Even the wind and the waves obey him.   

 

The storm that the disciples faced wasn’t just from the external elements, but from 

within themselves. Storms start as external, that is outside ourselves but soon the innder 

storm begins, that sense of the unknown, that feeling of fear, of lacking faith that we 

will get through the storm. The outer storm will pass but the inner storm can leave us 

with a crippling sense of fear, anxiety and powerlessness. And this is what the disciples 

learned that day on the Sea of Galilee. They thought the danger lie outside the boat, with 

the storm. They soon learned that their real danger lay within the boat, in their own 

hearts. In a word; they lacked faith! So what does this scripture say to us as we face 

through the storm that coronavirus is bringing?  

 

We’ve learned from experience of the coronavirus that storms come suddenly. For the 

disciples, it had been a memorable afternoon. People had gathered to hear the Jesus tell 

them about the Kingdom of God, and He spoke in parables and told them many stories, 

but the day was now ending and it was time to depart. Jesus and His disciples had 

enjoyed a successful day and as they set sail on that beautiful afternoon, they wouldn’t 

have had a care in the world. And then the storm struck when they least expected it, and 

when they were least prepared for it.  

      

How many times have we faced a crisis in our lives? How many times have we said that 

after a bad experience, that we’d see it coming again? And yet, when we find ourselves 

in crisis, our reaction is often; how did I end up here, and why didn’t I see this coming? 

Storms hit us suddenly because we tend not to sit waiting for something bad to happen 

to us. So when we find ourselves in trouble, we are nearly always taken by surprise!    
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But to return to the disciples on Lake Galilee for a minute, not only did they not expect 

the storm, they didn’t expect Jesus to react as He did either. When Jesus was woken up, 

He doesn’t panic or grab an oar or a sail, He just rebukes the waves and calms the storm.  

This is why the disciples were terrified. The disciples are certainly frightened by the 

ferocity of the storm, and they need everyone to pitch in, but they’d been through storms 

before. It was Jesus rebuking of the storm, Quiet; be still; that was truly frightening! The 

disciples were stunned. They were looking for human help and what they got was divine 

authority. They were looking for a hand and what they got was God! Who is this? Even 

the wind and the waves obey him! 

 

We are caught in the lockdown that the coronavirus has brought. We are worried about 

our loved ones, our friends and ourselves. Perhaps we are concerned about our 

livelihoods and our ability to meet our financial commitments. It could be that the pain 

of separation is getting to us and bringing us down. We are caught up in a storm that 

presents itself in so many ways, but it is the one storm called coronavirus. But the real 

storm we are facing is actually within ourselves. The storm is our fear of the unknown 

or our expectation of the outcome of our particular situation at this time.  

 

Often when we are in a difficult situation we, very naturally look to people to help us; or 

we look to things that we’re familiar with. Our first thought is rarely to expect Jesus to 

help us. We tend to rely on the practical solutions to get us through our storms.   

Sometimes our fears or expectations overwhelm us and it’s only the power of God's 

love as revealed in Jesus Christ; that can calm the storm we’re facing. Jesus is our only 

hope of stilling that storm of doubt that robs us of our peace. . 

 

That’s what the disciples learned this day on the Sea of Galilee. They thought the danger 

lay outside the boat, and they would soon learn the real danger lay within their own 

hearts. If that was true for Jesus’ disciples, it’s certainly true for us today. Jesus was in 

the boat with them and He calmed the storm, and Jesus is our storm today, and He will 

bring us calm and peace if we place our faith in Him.  
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To place our faith in Jesus doesn’t insure or insulate ourselves against life’s trials or the 

storms that we face. What Jesus does promise is that we don’t face our storms alone, and 

that He will be us as we go through our storms. And while we are in the eye of the storm; 

our fear and anxiety will be real, but we need to believe that we’re not alone. We need to 

pray and ask for a faith that assures us that there’s no storm that cannot be stilled by the 

peace of God’s presence.   

 

During this time of crisis, I pray that we can have a strenuous belief that Jesus Christ 

never sleeps, for He’s with us in everything we go .through. Christ is with us in every 

situation and at all times and through every storm. But we need faith, for from faith in 

Him will come our peace. And I pray God’s peace for each of you this morning. May 

God be with you all! Amen  

  


